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Abstract—We propose an automation method for the testing phase of system integration. The method automatically generates an evaluation program for determining if the target system design satisfies the system requirements. We model both system requirements and system design as graph structures and define the test templates that contain abstract test commands and search methods of their syntax parameters. After referring to the test templates and acquiring parameters from the system design graph according to search methods, test commands are translated into concrete test scripts, which are compatible for different environments such as OS type and network configuration, by referring to the command templates. We conducted evaluation experiments on the effectiveness of our method. The results indicate that the method can flexibly generate an evaluation program in a short time and the evaluation program can determine the satisfaction of system requirements for the deployed system design based on their evaluation units.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the recent rapid growth in virtualization technologies of network infrastructures, the demand for ICT system integration (SI) based on virtualization technologies has been increasing. On one hand, these technologies are applicable to various scales of network environments, and enable easier and more flexible configuration and deployment for clients. On the other hand, such technologies may put a heavier burden of engineers and lead to a network configuration depended on the engineers’ specific proficiency because management of such systems requires a wide range of advanced knowledge.

To reduce the duration of system designing and configuration, there have been several studies on automation technologies for each phase of SI. These studies have mainly focused on the requirement-definition, designing and deployment phases. We developed an automated network configuration designer called Weaver [1] and an automated provisioning planner and deployment tool [2]. Weaver follows the concept of Intent-based Networking (IBN), in which network management is based on users’ abstract intent for output ICT systems. Meanwhile, for application-level testing phase, automation technologies have been actively studied and several CI/CD testing tools such as Jenkins [3] have been developed. However, there have been few studies of network-level system-test automation technology.

For application-level automation of the testing phase, there have been studies of Web frameworks targeted at Web-oriented services [4] [5]. Wang et al. proposed an automation framework to execute input test scenarios and determine the testing results [4]. Guo et al. proposed a test automation web framework [5] in which performance tests of web applications are automated by referring to test scenarios, which are defined in XML-based Web Services Description Language (WSDL) format.

In the general testing phase of SI, system requirements of clients are divided into several evaluation units, which generally correspond to clients’ intents in the SI for IBN-based systems. To determine that the deployed network system satisfies the requirements, evaluation programs are created and executed for each evaluation unit. When these programs are created from abstract requirements on the IBN-based network environment, both the system requirements and deployed network topology (system design) need to be referred and some commands of the evaluation program need to be modified according to the system design (e.g. available packages on each OS and arguments of commands, such as IP address or URL). Therefore, different evaluation programs need to be created for each system design, which puts a heavy burden on engineers.

Net-Tester [6] is a conventional opensource tool for automating the network-level testing phase. It is based on Cucumber [7], which is a framework of Behavior Driven Develop (BDD), in which test scenarios are described with the behavior of the system in a natural language. However, it still has some room for improvement from the viewpoint of reusability because some information, such as IP addresses and port numbers, still needs to be manually described at the test scenario. Li et al. have had a survey on network verification and testing methods by using formal methods in Software Defined Networking (SDN) [8]. They concluded that the verification of Boolean invariants e.g. the reachability on Data plane (D-plane) is fast enough for applying to large networks [9] [10] [11], but the verification of quantitative invariants, e.g. latency, packet loss, and bandwidth is still a challenge for future work.

In this study, we propose an automation method of the network-level testing phase of SI for IBN-based ICT systems. Our method automatically generates evaluation programs from system requirements, which consist of clients’ abstract intents, and a system design derived from the requirements. The target systems are modeled as graph structures, and the method compares the system requirements and system design and searches the parameters of the evaluation program in the system design graph. Thus, it enables flexible generation of appropriate evaluation programs according to each client’s intent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the model definition of our target ICT systems and purpose of this study. In Section III, we explain our proposed method, which is based on a graph-based parameter-search algorithm. In Section IV, we present the results of an evaluation experiment on the effectiveness of our proposed method. We conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section V.

II. MODEL SETTINGS

In this section, we give the model definition of our target ICT systems and explain the purpose of this study.

The network topology and configuration of an ICT system (system design) is modeled as a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \). The system is composed of a set of nodes \( V \) and set of edges \( E \). Set \( V \) consists of system element \( v_i \), which includes not only network appliances, such as routers, switches, and firewalls, but also physical machines (PMs), virtual machines (VMs), OSes running on machines, middleware, and applications running on the OSes. Set \( E \) consists of a connection \( e_{i,j} = \{v_i, v_j\} \) from a node \( v_i \in V \) to another node \( v_j \in V \). In addition, each \( v_i \) consists of properties such as the configuration value of applications, IP address of a network interface, and OS type.

System requirements consist of abstract intents that the client requires for the ICT system. These intents are composed of functional requirements and non-functional requirements, e.g., reliability, performance, and security. We also model the system requirements as a directed graph \( G^{req} = (V^{req}, E^{req}) \). The \( G^{req} \) is composed of a set of nodes \( V^{req} \) and set of edges \( E^{req} \). Set \( V^{req} \) consists of a system element \( v_i^{req} \), and \( E^{req} \) consists of a connection \( e_{i,j}^{req} = \{v_i^{req}, v_j^{req}\} \) from a node \( v_i^{req} \) to another node \( v_j^{req} \).

Examples of \( G^{req} \) and \( G \) are shown in Figs. 1 and 3, respectively. System requirements consist of an HTTP connection from a client application (App1) to a server application (App2) and minimum bandwidth of 500 Mbps. A system design is a concrete network configuration on an Openstack [12] virtual environment and is automatically generated from the system requirements in Fig. 1 by using Weaver. App1 and App2 are hosted on different Ubuntu Linux OSes on independent VMs (Virtual Development Units: VDUs) respectively. Each VDU connects to the same virtual subnet (Virtual Link: VL), which is operated by a virtual router (vRouter) via each virtual network interface (Connection Point: CP). Ansible provisioning tools [13] have also been installed on both Ubuntu OSes and App2 contains the Web URL of the website as a property.

Finally, the definitions of \( G^{req} \) and \( G \) are shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The definition of \( G^{req} \) describes the elements and connections that are required on the ICT system. For example, the \( G^{req} \) in Fig. 1 contain two requirements as items, and each item defines the source (\( src \)) and destination (\( dest \)) of the connection. The definition of the \( G \) is based on the TOSCA format [14], which is a standard by OASIS for defining ICT system configurations. The \( G \) is described as a list of nodes \( v_i \) that contains supplemental information as their properties. As shown in Fig. 4, the \( type \) field defines the type of each node and \( properties \) field defines the properties of each node. The \( requirements \) field defines the ID of node instance that can be connected from the node and type of connection.

We model target network systems as graph structures with the above settings. Our goal is to automate the network-level testing phase of SI by automatically generating evaluation programs that determine the \( G \)'s satisfaction of \( G^{req} \), from abstract input intents. To automate evaluation-program generation, an evaluation script needs to be generated for each evaluation unit, and the agents and parameters of the evaluation script need to be determined by referring to the relationship between the system requirements and the system design. Our proposed method searches and acquires the required agents and parameters in the \( G \) for each evaluation unit, as discussed in the next section.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we explain our proposed method to generate evaluation programs for the network-level testing phase.

First, an evaluation program is composed of several evaluation scripts, each of which refers to each evaluation unit. The method requires two inputs: the \( G^{req} \) and a \( G \), which is derived from the \( G^{req} \). The method then refers to the evaluation template, which is defined for each evaluation unit in advance, and generates an abstract evaluation command related to each evaluation script.

Table I shows the definition example of evaluation templates. Each evaluation unit has two types of arguments: type of target...
nodes in the system design and constraints for determining the evaluation results. Each evaluation template is mapped to each evaluation unit and consists of an abstract evaluation command, parameters of the command, and search methods for acquiring parameters in the G. Each search method consists of the starting node and search steps listed in execution order. Each search step is defined as a tuple of three arguments: search direction of edge \( e_{ij} \in E \) in the \( G \) (reference: forward, service: backward), type of traversable edges, and type of destination node.

The parameter acquisition algorithm of the proposed method is shown in Algorithm 1, and Fig. 5 shows an example of search procedure when Algorithm 1 is applied to the \( G \). The inputs of Algorithm 1 are the \( G \), starting node \( e_{\text{start}} \), and an array of search steps \( \text{steps} \). Each search step \( \text{step}_i \in \text{steps} \) is a tuple of search direction \( \text{relation}_i \), type of traversable edges \( \text{wireType}_i \), and type of destination node \( \text{nodeType}_i \). Parameter search is executed as a recursive call of function Search, and edge traversal is conducted for every edge the type or the parent edge’s type of which is equal to \( \text{wireType}_i \) and which is connected to the current node \( v_{\text{current}} \) in \( \text{relation}_i \). Search step \( \text{step}_i \) is repeated until the destination node, the type of which \( \text{nodeType}_i \), is found. If the destination node is found at the final search step \( \text{step}_{n-1} \) and has the parameter \( \text{param} \) in the properties field, Algorithm 1 returns the \( \text{param} \) value as the output value. Otherwise, it returns \( \text{None} \), which means that the search failed. Function \( \text{FindEdge} \) is a subprocess function used in function \( \text{Search} \) and determines the existence of an edge \( e_{ij} = \{v_i, v_j\} \) whose source node \( v_i \), destination node \( v_j \), type of edge \( e_{ij} \) or its parent edge is equal to \( \text{src}, \text{dest} \), and \( \text{wireType} \), respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the procedure of searching for and acquiring an IP address required to access the Web application in a system design \( G \). First, the search process starts at App1. In the first search step \{\text{relation}=\text{reference}, \text{wireType}=\text{HostedOn}, \text{nodeType}=\text{VDU}\}, \text{edges} \{\text{App1, OS1}\} \text{ and } \{\text{OS1, VDU1}\} \text{ are traversed in the forward direction. The types of these two edges(\text{Wire:OS} \text{ and } \text{Wire:Machine}) are derived from abstract edge type \text{HostedOn}, which means a hosting relationship. In the final step \{\text{relation}=\text{service}, \text{wireType}=\text{HostedOn}, \text{nodeType}=\text{CP}\}, \text{an edge} \{\text{CP1, VDU1}\}, whose type \text{Wire:virtualBinding} \text{ is also derived from \text{HostedOn}, is traversed in backward direction. Finally, destination node \text{CP1}, whose node type is \text{CP}, is found and function \text{Search} \text{returns the IP address of CP1}.

Second, evaluation commands the parameters of which are acquired from Algorithm 1 are translated into concrete and executable evaluation scripts by referring to command templates. Table II shows a example definition of command templates. Each command template defines mappings from an evaluation command to ordered tuples of evaluation scripts and their agents. Each tuple of a script and agent has conditional branches based on the input parameters. When a command template is referred by an evaluation command with parameters, these tuples are extracted in execution order, according to parameter conditions. Extracted tuples becomes the output evaluation script. Each example script in Table II is an essential part of a whole evaluation script for simplicity, while the actual evaluation scripts include pre-evaluation scripts and post-evaluation scripts. For example, installation commands of packages are executed before the evaluation, and termination commands of evaluation tasks or uninstallation of temporary packages are executed after the evaluation.

Finally, an evaluation program generated from the above procedure and shown in Table III is defined as a list of
evaluation units and has ordered tuples of agents, scripts, and constraints. Constraints to determine the evaluation results are described in the tuple that contains the actual evaluation task, e.g., connection test or performance measurement.

For example, to evaluate the evaluation unit HTTP\[App→App\], which confirms an HTTP connection between a client and server, an evaluation script is executed by agent Ansible1 hosted on OS Ubuntu1. In the evaluation script, an HTTP request is sent from the URL of the Website served by the server application App2, by the curl command executed by Ansible1. The evaluation result is determined by parsing the response body from App2.

For the evaluation unit Bandwidth\[App→App\] ≥ 500 Mbps, which measures the communication bandwidth between two applications, the evaluation result is determined by the input constraint (minimum bandwidth: 500 Mbps). First, the bandwidth-measurement tool iPerf is executed in server mode by Ansible2, on Ubuntu node Ubuntu2, which runs the destination application App2. Second, iPerf is executed in client mode on Ubuntu node Ubuntu1 by Ansible2, with an IP address of a virtual network interface card (NIC) connected to Ubuntu2 as a parameter. Finally, the measured bandwidth is extracted from the output of the iPerf client mode, and the evaluation result is determined in comparison with the constraint value of 500 Mbps.

IV. Evaluation

We have conducted evaluation experiments according to the model settings described in Section II. We implemented the proposed method and its algorithm, and associated them with Weaver, our provisioning planner, and deployment tool so that a major part of IBN-based SI, from designing phase to testing phase, can be automated in sequence. Weaver generates a system design from the input system requirements, and the parameters acquired from Algorithm 1 are combined with the definition of system design into an expanded TOSCA format. An evaluation program is generated as a workflow from the expanded TOSCA format by our provisioning planner and executed by our deployment tool. The result indicates the advantages of our method: flexible generation of evaluation programs and time reduction in testing phase.

A. Parameter Search

We first conducted an experiment for Algorithm 1. With Algorithm 1, parameters of evaluation programs are acquired in the system design and abstract intents can be concretized into actual evaluation scripts. In this experiment, we applied Algorithm 1 for several situations in the same system design and found that different parameters can be correctly acquired.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the structure of the target system requirements Greq and system design G. These graphs are expansions of the ones shown in Figs. 1–4. In addition to two applications Client1 and Server1, another client application Client2 and server application Server2 are required to join the independent docker infrastructure. The system requirements also include two evaluation units HTTP\[App→App\] and Bandwidth\[App→App\] ≥ 500 Mbps for each connection from a client application to server application. In the system design in Fig. 7, docker is running on both OS1 and OS2. Each docker container runs Red Had Enterprise Linux (RHEL) as a base OS and hosts another client application Client2 and server application Server2, respectively. Each docker container is connected to the same VL subnet via the virtual interface macvlan of each host OS.
HTTP\[App->App\] was determined to be program on evaluation environment 1. Evaluation unit in the evaluation environment 1, two VMs (VDU1 and VDU2) are connected to the same virtual subnet (VL), and a virtual router (vRouter) runs on the subnet. Communication bandwidth between applications App1 and App2 is more than or equal to 500 Mbps.

In this network topology, we executed Algorithm 1 for every connection pattern. Table IV shows the results of parameter search for evaluation units HTTP\[App->App\] and Bandwidth\[App->App\] ≥ 500 Mbps. Algorithm 1 acquired the correct parameters of evaluation commands for every connection pattern. For example, target URL of the evaluation command http(Agent, OS.Type, APP2.URL) was correctly obtained from the target Web server application given in dest. and the target IP address of the evaluation command bandwidth(Agent1, OS1.Type, Agent2, OS2.Type, CP2.ip, x) was also correctly obtained from the virtual NIC connected to the VM or docker container, which runs the target Web server. As these results indicate, search methods for each parameter defined in evaluation templates enable flexible evaluation-program generation.

### B. Results of Evaluation Programs

We deployed the $G$ shown in Figs. 3 and 4 on Openstack virtual environments and executed the evaluation program generated with the proposed method on these network environments. The evaluation program determines if the $G$ satisfies the $G_{req}$ in Figs. 1 and 2, including the following two evaluation units:

- HTTP connection from App1 to App2 can be made
- Communication bandwidth between applications App1 and App2 is more than or equal to 500 Mbps

Fig. 8 shows the deployed network environment with the relationship of connections and agents on the evaluation program. In the evaluation environment 1, two VMs (VDU1, VDU2) are running, and each VM has a single-core single-thread CPU and 1 GB of virtual RAM. Each VM also runs Ubuntu OS provisioned by Ansible. The ubuntu1 OS runs a client application corresponding to App1 and ubuntu2 runs nginx to host a website, as an example of App2. In addition, each VM is connected to the same virtual subnet (VL) via its virtual NIC (CP), and a virtual router (vRouter) runs on the subnet.

Table V lists the execution results of the evaluation program on evaluation environment 1. Evaluation unit HTTP\[App->App\] was determined to be PASS because a normal HTTP response from nginx was returned as the program output, which means successful HTTP connection from ubuntu1 to the website. The evaluation unit bandwidth\[App->App\] ≥ 500 Mbps was also determined to be PASS because the iperf client returned the measured bandwidth as 818 Mbps, which satisfies the input constraint for the minimum bandwidth of 500 Mbps.

We added two VMs on the evaluation environment 2 as shown in Fig. 9, to generate background traffic on the virtual subnet VL. Background traffic is continuously generated from these two VMs to the ubuntu2 OS by large file transfer of the scp command. We executed the same evaluation program in this situation. Table VI lists the evaluation results. Evaluation unit HTTP\[App->App\] had the same result as in evaluation environment 1 and was determined to be PASS, while evaluation unit bandwidth\[App->App\] ≥ 500 Mbps was determined to be FAIL because the iperf client returned the measured bandwidth as 306 Mbps, which is below the constraint for the minimum bandwidth. These results are due to the heavy traffic load of background traffic and shortage in computing resources of the ubuntu2 node because of receiving large files.

These results indicate that the evaluation program automates the network-level testing phase in a target ICT system based on evaluation units that consist of the client’s system...
requirements. We could also easily find the system elements or connections to be improved, even though the deployed system design did not satisfy the system requirements.

C. Evaluation-Program-Generation Time

Finally, we evaluated the time required for generating an evaluation program. Our goal with the proposed method is to automate evaluation-program generation at the network level and reduce engineers’ burden for the testing phase of SI. We measured the execution time of our implementation for different pattern of system requirements and designs.

In this experiment, the number of client applications varied from 1 to 5, while the number of server applications was fixed to one. Each client node had two evaluation units HTTP[App->App] and Bandwidth[App->App] ≥ 500Mbps. We generated the system design for each system requirement pattern by using Weaver.

We measured the evaluation-program-generation time for 10 trials for each pattern. The implementation program was executed on a physical server with Intel®Xeon®E5-2420 CPU @ 1.90 GHz and 48 GBytes of RAM. The measurement results of TOSCA-format-generation time including parameter searches and entire evaluation-program-generation time are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The horizontal axis shows the number of evaluation units, and the vertical axis shows the average time for evaluation program generation.

Fig. 10 shows the average time for generating an expanded TOSCA format from input system requirements, including parameter searches of Algorithm 1. This figure also shows that the parameter-search process finishes within a second and there is no noticeable difference in the number of clients and evaluation units. This is because each client application is in an independent relationship with the server, and an increase in client applications has no effect on the parameter search of each client applications.

Fig. 11 shows that the total program-generation time drastically increases as the evaluation units increase. This increase is due to the workflow-generation procedure in our provisioning planner. When the evaluation scripts generated from command templates are combined into the evaluation program, our provisioning planner calculates the execution order of scripts, in consideration of dependencies between tasks. Although the number of scripts for each evaluation unit is the same for every system design, the number of total scripts and their planning time increase as more client applications are connected. We will improve the workflow-generation procedure of our provisioning planner so that the execution order of scripts can be determined as referring to the command templates listed in Table II for future work. Nevertheless, Fig. 11 shows that our proposed method automatically generates an evaluation program in minutes or hours, even though the target system design becomes larger and more evaluation units need to be evaluated.

V. Conclusion

We proposed a method of ICT system evaluation-program generation for automating the network-level testing phase of IBN-based SI. Our method refers to the evaluation templates that define abstract commands and the command templates that translate the commands into actual evaluation scripts according to parameter conditions. By referring to these two templates, the whole process of evaluation-program generation can be sequentially automated and clients’ intents can be concretized into corresponding programs. The evaluation results indicate that the method correctly acquires the required parameters of evaluation scripts and flexibly generates the evaluation program in a practical time. We also confirmed that an evaluation program can determine the satisfaction of system requirements for the deployed system design based on their evaluation units.

In this study, we assumed that the parameters of evaluation commands can be uniquely found by using search methods. To use our proposed method in more complex system designs, e.g., servers with multiple NICs and IP addresses, and network topologies that contain redundant paths, its parameter-search algorithm should be improved so that the appropriate parameter value is chosen from the multiple search results. Moreover, to indicate that our method is applicable for much larger ICT systems, we should improve our implementation program so that workflow-generation procedure is finished more rapidly.
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